Join the
SHIFT
from CREATIVE
to INTEGRAL
The Proven Pathway to Develop A More
Authentic Integral Leadership Presence

The proven pathway for Senior
Executives to become more inspiring
Strategic Transformational Leaders
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Join-the-SHIFT.com
The Strategic Holistic Integral Force for Transformation!
The SHIFT! symbolizes the emergence of a post-conventional 21st century world based
on universal principles such as liberty, justice, equality, inclusiveness, sustainability and
community. These principles are reflected in the triple bottom line of people, planet
and profit employed by conscious business enterprises.
The Join the SHIFT! Platform forms the basis for Transformational Leadership
Development, Structural Reform, Culture Transformation, Strategic Renewal and InterStakeholder Community Collaboration. It enables high performing senior executives to
develop the rare transformational capacity of Authentic, Integral Leadership.
It brings executives together to enable them to rise above the noise, expand their presence,
inspire their people, collaborate with stakeholders, and uplift and express their Vision, Values
and Voice with a View to co-creating a more enlightened and sustainable world for all.
The SHIFT Platform unleashes individual productivity, creativity and purposeful
performance by forging courageous authenticity and leveraging neuroscience, action
inquiry, emotional awareness, conscious mindfulness and spiritual congruence.
Executives will deepen their self and social awareness, reframe dynamics to take full
accountability for life experiences and progressively uplift their leadership capacity
so they can lead fulfilling careers, broaden their horizons and realize their highest
aspirations for themselves, their organizations and the communities they serve.
The Join-the-SHIFT Leadership Platform is supported by a flipped classroom approach
where participants can access a comprehensive set of pragmatic templates, techniques
and approaches online in synch with regular live workshops, forums and summits
focused on learning through engagement while collaborating on strategic initiatives.
The methodology is designed for a top cadre of 100+ senior leaders either top-down
or from across the organization, or for a cluster of community-based stakeholders.
Participants are inspired to invest discretionary effort in their own development as
a peer network of agile change catalysts bridging silos and leading structural reform,
strategic renewal and culture transformation of their organizations and communities.
The Platform incorporates four Assessments to customize the strategic context
and tailor the developmental pathway for each executive. Supplementary indivdual
executive coaching is a further option for senior executives and SHIFT Sponsors.
The SHIFT Leadership Platform provides executives with all the guidance, support,
insight and encouragement they need to successfully navigate their personal journeys
to become Integral Leaders. It will enhance their authentic expression, strategic
execution and holistic evolution as more inspiring, strategic, holistic, transformational
change leaders.

Welcome to Join-the-SHIFT!
Antoinette Braks

The higher our self-expression and the deeper our self-awareness,
the richer our life experience and the greater our soul evolution.
~ Antoinette Braks
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Develop Integral Leadership Capacity
Build the capacity to lead and sustain transformational change
Building leadership capacity is important and urgent
We are shifting from the predictability of BAU to the volatility,
uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity of the VUCA world where
disruption prevails. Systemic issues and wicked problems in
relation to creating sustainable community wellbeing and a more
just, inclusive and prosperous society cannot be solved in a
disjointed fashion. They demand transformational synergistic and
collaborative leadership capacity.
Transforming leaders have the capacity to see the bigger
picture, cast a visionary perspective of a brighter future for the
greater good of all and lead divergent stakeholders within and
beyond organizational boundaries to collaborate and innovate
in synch with each other. Transforming leaders are purposeful
and aspirational, compassionate and inspiring. They are able to
embrace all that is and generate an evolutionary movement to
yield synergistic outcomes.

Only 5% of Executives are Transforming Leaders

Vertical Learning Builds Leadership Capacity

There is a marked divide between conventional and
transformational leaders. At present some 85% of executives
have the leadership capacity or action logic of a conventional
mindset. They are able to operate really effectively in the
world but do not hold the perspective to operate on the
world. Their competitive drives and feelings of insecurity
constrict their potential to contribute in a bigger way.

Most Leadership Programs are lateral not vertical. They focus
on building skills, knowledge and capabilities rather than
taking people on a journey to develop the breadth and depth
of leadership capacity that springs from within. Increasing selfawareness leads to growing self-mastery as we learn to appreciate
our life experiences and express ourselves more congruently.

Some 10% of executives have taken the quantum leap
beyond conventional leadership to become authentic
leaders. This is a giant step from defining self-worth in terms
of external performance, to developing self-worth through
inner congruence based on values and universal principles.

Personal leadership growth leads to culture transformation and
strategic renewal. Our relationships and outreach grow, and our
openness and access to emergent synergistic solutions develops
through the course of wide collaboration. Authentic integral
leaders have developed their capacity to lead transformational
change with courage and conviction despite uncertainty.

By aspiring to lead a more purposeful life, they develop the
capacity of a genuine Change Catalyst – a change leader. A
further 5% have developed the post-conventional capacity
of a Strategist, the Integral Leader who is able to lead and
sustain transformational change.

This capacity is both latent and potent in us all. We were born
to learn, heal and evolve in order to develop our full potential
to inspire others by example, make a meaningful difference and
contribute to creating a better world around us. Tapping into our
vast latent potential requires Vertical Learning.

From 80%
Conventional
to 80% PostConventional
in five decades
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The 7 Stages in Vertical Leadership
Expand the capacity of your leaders, not just their capabilities
Vertical Learning is distinctive from lateral learning. Instead
of extending our capabilities at a given stage, we expand our
capacity to herald in the next stage of development. Thus
the focus is on transformational rather than performance
coaching to realize significantly more of our latent potential
and co-creative power. The process is one of individuation
out of our comfort zone at Achiever into the next stage of
Catalyst followed by consolidation at Strategist.

The stages in Vertical Learning form a series of sequential
developmental stages as we mature as adults. This is a
natural intrinsic pathway open to all. While we are anchored
at a particular stage as our autopilot, we also act out in lower
stages when we experience stress, and can rise to a higher
level when we receive the encouragement and guidance
of someone at a more advanced stage. Integral coaching
together with liberating structures enable our development.

Alchemist			

Level 5/6

Strategist			

Level 5

Catalyst			

Level 4/5

Achiever			

Level 4

Specialist			

Level 3/4

REACTIVE

Conformist			

Level 3

IMPULSIVE

Opportunist

Level 2/3

Order and Mess – Evolution – Society
Unique – Humanitarian – Spiritual - Global

HOLISTIC

Purpose – Transformation – Community
Empowering – Sustainability – Synergistic

INTEGRAL

Vision – Change – Intuition – Stakeholders
Innovative – Collaborative – Introspective

AUTHENTIC

CREATIVE

Customers – Results – Priorities – Teamwork
Always Busy – Wants More – Proactive– Focused

AWARE

Expertise – Improvement – Individual
Quality – “Not Good Enough” – Perfectionist

Rules – Compliance – Belonging
Self-denial – “Us and Them” – Blaming

		

Opportunistic - Self-Interest - Alone
Threatened - Fearful - Attacks to Defend

Visionary

Understanding

Speed, magnitude,
turbulence and
dynamics of
systemic change

Unfamiliar territory
and unpredictable
outcomes during
uncertain times

Volatility

Uncertainty

Clarity

Multiple
interdependencies
amidst global
interconnectivity

Complexity
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Agility

Multiple diverse
perspectives and
interpretations of
emergent dilemmas

Ambiguity

Distinctions Between the 7 Stages
The distinctive mindsets at each stage of Vertical Learning

Opportunist
5%

‘on the take’

– Life is threatening
– Sees opportunities
– Acts in self-interest
– Steals ideas
– Shames others
– Attacks to defend
– Closed to feedback

Conformist

40%

‘by the rules’

– Life is an effort
– Technical/functional expertise
– Logic and linear planning
– Quality, continuous improvement
– Highly critical, perfectionist
– “Not good enough”
– Takes feedback personally

Achiever
30%

‘gets results’

Specialist
‘does the work’

– Life is all about striving
– Postive, pragmatic
– Customer focus
– Proactively achieves team goals
– Sets and juggles priorities
– Feedback fosters better results
– Wants “More” and always “Busy”

1%

‘is authentic’

– Life is a movie & mirror
– Strategic, systemic
– Self-fulfillment
– Sustainable change
– Uses mutual inquiry
– Sets trust as default
– Vigilant, vulnerable

Alchemist
‘social evolution’

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Life is a journey
Collaborative change agent
Reflective, insightful
Innovative, creative
Interweaves across stakeholders
Unique solutions
Follows intuition

Strategist
‘leads transformation’

–
–
–
–
–
–

Life is theatre
Empty mind
Social evolution
Order and mess
Social transformation
Integrates material and
spiritual spheres
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POST - CONVENTIONAL

Catalyst

10%

5%

Life is a struggle
Follows directives
Complies with others
Enjoys belonging
In denial of self
Right and wrong
“Us” and “Them”

CONVENTIONAL

10%

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Generates TRANSFORMATIONAL Outcomes
Create a transformational shift in a single year!
LEADERSHIP
CAPACITY

LEADERSHIP
EFFECTIVENESS

PEOPLE
ENGAGEMENT

To Top 10%
in 1 year

+20%
in 1 year

+30%
in 1 year

Nine senior executives from
amongst 50 coaching clients took
part in a 12-month individually
customized
SHIFT!
Coaching
Program.
Everyone
without
exception shifted a full stage
in their leadership capacity.
Most
shifted
from
Achiever
to the first post-conventional
mindset of Catalyst and one
to Strategist, with another knocking
on its door. These were surprising
iinspiring results as it is commonly
thought to take several years to
shift one’s actiion logic.

The top 75 senior leaders in a
large public sector organiization
participated in a customised
Values-based SHIFT! Leadership
Program over a period of two years.
They also participated in a series
of quarterly Strategic Offsites to
create a purpose-driven culture, set
strategic outcomes and design new
strategic initiatives.

A 1000-person business services
organization participated in an
exciting comprehensive SHIFT!
Transformation
Program.
It included a new strategic
agenda driven by high customer
satisfaction,
top-down
Team
Charters, an orchestrated set of HR,
Talent and OD strategic initiatives,
Leadership Development for the
top 100, a Values-based Program
for all employees and a voluntary
force of Champions from across the
organization. People Engagement
leapt by 30% in just six months!

The cadre of senior leaders shifted
from the 60th percentile on
Leadership Effectiveness to the
80th percentile over a 12-month
period during the Program.

The nature of the one-step
change is for your primary
action-logic to move to
secondary as you move
to the next level e.g. from
Achiever/Specialist to
Catalyst/Achiever.

Integrate Development with Strategic Focus and Change!
TRANSPOSE strategic aspirations up an octave with Purpose
TRANSCEND conventional operating norms with SHIFT Coaching
TRANSFORM the organization’s outcomes with Breakthrough Results
1. Executive Force for Change to instigate RENEWAL
2. High Strategic Aspirations to bring forth INSPIRATION
3. Innovative Strategic Initiatives to pilot through IDEATION
4. Integral Leadership Development to develop STRATEGISTS
5. Extensive Group Coaching to facilitate DEVELOPMENT
6. Realize Aspirational Outcomes in TRANSFORMATION
7. Transition the New to BAU to embed the CHANGE
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The INTEGRAL AQAL Change Methodology
AQAL All Quadrants All Levels of transformational change

Psychology
Values Beliefs
Intentions View

Physiology
Skills Habits
Neuroscience

Mindset

Behaviour

Culture

Structure

Standards Norms
Beliefs Rituals
Practices

Transformational change is expedited through Structure and
Mindset in the AQAL Change Model, from the “outside-in”
and “inside-out”. It manifests in the other two quadrants of
Behaviour and Culture as increased leadership effectiveness,
higher people engagement, more empowerment and
stronger business performance.
These two quadrants, Structure and Mindset, have been
proven to drive transformational leadership development
and expedite evolutionary change. By transcending
conventional operating norms, the latent capacity of the
executives is no longer constrained. Then by learning to
develop a higher, deeper and broader perspective, the latent
capacity of the executives emerges.

Policies Systems
Org’n Design
Processes

Transcendence and transformation combined yield organic
fundamental sustainable systemic change. By generating
an empowering agile Culture, strategy becomes emergent
through the higher leadership aspirations and new integral
leadership capacity of the transformational leaders.
The ultimate outcome is extraordinary business performance
and breakthrough community outcomes.

Based on Ken Wilber’s Integral Theory AQAL Model

Build a
Strategic
Operating
STRUCTURE

Develop
a Holistic
Leadership
MINDSET

AQAL All Quadrants All Levels
The transformational change that occurs through the four
Quadrants manifests as an expanded level of capacity depicted
by the series of ever-increasing circles on the Model.
In terms of leadership we have the developmental levels of
Opportunist, Conformist, Speciialist, Achiever, Catalyst, Strategist,
Alchemist and beyond. At each level we enjoy and are challenged
by increased co-creative power, intrinsic leadership presence and
the capacity to embrace greater diversity in terms of people’s
needs, concerns, emotions and intentions. We gradually shift to
acting more and more in the interests of the greater good.
In organizations we shift from a hierarchy, to a team-powered
matrix organization, then a peer-based gig network and onto an
even more agile satellite-like organization taking part in voluntary
initiatives around an central strategic agenda. The organization
retains early features e.g. hierarchy, while it flattens out and
gradually liberates people in the system to do their best work.
In society we have shifted from an agrarian age to an industrial
age, onto an information age and into the new age.
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Demonstrate
Integral
Leadership
BEHAVIOUR

Uplift and
Transform
Corporate
CULTURE

Generate
Extraordinary
Business

PERFORMANCE

The 7 Steps to a STRATEGIC Operating System
STRUCTURE - Transformational Platform from the “Outside-In”

Uplift Your VIEW of life and the world
Create a Shared Aspirational VISION
Unite through a Set of Shared VALUES
Express Your Unique Authentic VOICE
– Unlock Creativity
– Double Productivity
– Empower People
– Engage Stakeholders
– Lift Leadership Presence
– Realize Breakthrough Results!
1. Run your Schedule

Dynamic
Diary
Rhythm

Master TIME
as a channel through
which content flows in an
automated sustainable way

2. Define the Scope

Transformational
Strategic
Agenda

Master VISION
with an aspirational
purpose, KPIs, strategic
shifts, 5+ year outcomes

3. Set the Scene

Major
Milestones
Roadmap

Master FOCUS
on priorities by mapping
interdependencies across
key strategic initiatives

4. Create the Style

Values-based
Leadership
Culture

Master VALUES
and operating norms to
create a vibrant culture
that uplifts engagement

5. Know the Score

Cascading
Team
Charters

Master ALIGNMENT
based on a concerted
series of cascading Team
Performance Charters

6. Step up on Stage

Compelling
Signature
Presentation

Master VOICE
to advocate a new future
with an inspiring authentic
message to create change

7. Leverage Scale

Orchestrated
Stakeholder
Engagement

Master COLLABORATION
to build shared and mutual
understanding across a
diverse network
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The 7 Principles of HOLISTIC Leadership
MINDSET - Transformational Program from the “Inside-Out”

The significance of
Holistic Leadership is the
correlation of our human
faculties with the stages
and steps in Vertical
Leadership Development.
This creates an intrinsic
pathway for the expansion
of conscious awareness.

Stages

Leadership

Steps

Faculty

Holist

Holistic

Love

Soul

Ironist

Unique

Free

Spirit

Alchemist

Inspiring

Care

Guidance

Strategist

Integral

Calm

Mind

Catalyst

Authentic

Flow

Intuition

Achiever

Creative

Grow

Heart

Specialist

Aware

Play

Will

Conformist

Reactive

Work

Ego

Opportunist

Impulsive

Our emotional triggers and REACTIVE PATTERNS reflect the
emotional wounds held in our Ego. We can heal these with
our Heart to dissolve them at source. In this way we clear the
past. With our Will we focus on the future and translate our
desires into experiences and our efforts into successes with
CREATIVE STRETCH. We shift from struggling and battling
to striving and forging ahead.

Join the SHIFT! from an Ego-centric world to an Eco-centric
world! This involves seeing the world differently. In the postconventional world, life happens through us and not just to
us! Our life experience is a projection and reflection of our
self-expression - a Movie and a Mirror. As we shift, our life
experience shifts akin to a figure-8 operating system around
progressive anchoring points: Ego, Heart and Mind.

Reactive Patterns

Instinct

Emergent Future

Creative Stretch

When our hearts are open we can access our Intuition. It
is like our personal GPS helping us to navigate uncertainty
and complexity to fulfill our unique purpose as life unfolds
before us in the EMERGENT FUTURE, the present moment.
With an open Mind we can exercise compassionate
discernment to discover our personal avenue to
serving others and learn to embody our inner spiritual guidance
to cultivate our life path with EASE and GRACE.

Ease and Grace

As we lift our anchoring point to a higher expression of our
human faculties to access mindfulness, spiritual intelligence
and embrace synchronicity, while simultaneously healing
the pain of emotional traumas from our past, we move from
struggling and striving to thriving and inspiring others as we
serve the greater good. One step at a time we are able to
make the progressive shifts from work to play, grow to flow,
calm to care and free to love.

Life is MASTERY - a realization of what, how, who and why we are
Life is a MOVIE - a projection of our conscious thoughts and intentions
Life is a MIRROR - a reflection of our subconscious fears and beliefs
Life can be MAGIC - a co-creation with universal energy forces
1. Courageous Caring Conversations to Master INTEGRITY
2. Positive Psychology Programming to Master INFLUENCE
3. Conscious Purposeful Mindfulness to Master INTENTION
4. Conscious Reactive Emotional Awareness to Master INSIGHT
5. Respectful Kind Understanding to Master INCLUSIVENESS
6. Resilient Personal Wellbeing to Master INTEGRATION
7. Intuitive Spiritual Guidance to Master INSPIRATION
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Customize Your SHIFT Platform
VIEW

|

MASTERY

VISION

|

MOVIE

1. The Stages in Leadership Development

6. The Power of Positive Psychology

1.1 The Current Evolutionary Shift in the World
1.2 Developmental Theorists and Practitioners
1.3 The Progressive Stages of Leadership
1.4 Your Holistic Leadership Profile
Identify business challenges and culture shifts
to expand horizons and uplift performance
Evaluate personal strengths, stressors and
stretches to set developmental goals

6.1 Appreciate the Ripple Effect Created by Words
6.2 Resolve the Tug of War between Ego and Will
6.3 Implement a Set of Positive Practices and Techniques
6.4 Learn More about your Intrinsic Motives and Intentions
Learn how to use your mind proactively and select
language to empower your life and encourage others
Develop a daily menu of positive practices to uplift your
life and override negative patterns

2.. The AQAL Integral Change Methodology

7. Transforming Purpose and Strategic Shifts

2.1 All Quadrants All Levels of Integral Theory
2.2 The Proven Pathway for Development:

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

2.3 The Executive Strategic Operating System©
2.4 The Holistic Energy Operating System©
Discover how to set yourself up for expansive
leadersihp growth and development
Appreciate the nature of transformation from
the “outside-in” and “insdie-out”

Develop an Aspirational Purpose in Business
Engage Others to Set an Inspiring Vision
Uplift Team Performance with Purposeful Shifts
Articulate the Big Picture Journey for All

Build a strategic blueprint including purpose, vision,
and purposeful strategic and culture shifts
Learn how to lead and foster engagement and build a
simple yet effective big picture view
©

3. The Holistic Energy Operating System

8.. Strategic Scorecard of Key Outcomes

3.1 The Ego | Heart | Mind | Spirit Spectrum
3.2 The Energy Fields of Our Life Experience
3.3 Navigating the Figure-8 Energy System©
3.4 Life is a Movie, Mirror and can be Magical

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4

Review your various identities and life history to
become aware of patterns and aspirations
How to use gratitude practices, affirmations,
intentions and intuition to navigate authenticity

Elevate reporting to business outcomes rather than
acitvities in order to empower decision-making
Establish a business framework to encourage high
team performance based on value creation processes
©

Develop a Scorecard around Strategic Goals
Benchmark and Set Targets over 3-5 Years
Distribute by Place or Sector to Set Accountability
Build Decisiveness with Key Guiding Principles

4. The Executive Strategic Operating System

9. Accountability for Major Milestones

4.1
4.2
4.3.
4.4

9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4

The Systemic Integration of the 7 Steps
The Importance of an Aspirational Vision
How Values Help You to Heal and Grow
The Power of Voice and Self-Expression

Identify and Map a Series of Strategic Initiatives
An Interdependent Major Milestones Roadmap
Accountability through Sponsors and Champions
Innovate using Ideation, Prototypes and Pilots

Take a philosophical view of your role as a leader from
a broader, higher and deeper perspective
Learn how to make the quantum shift from achieving
in a busy world to leading in a transformational way

Learn how to develop, advocate and implement key
strategic initiatives to uplift performance
Realize your potential to take accountability and
action through decisive action and ingenuity

5. Set Up Your Dynamic Diary Rhythm

10. Raise Mindfulness with Clear Aspirations

5.1
5.2
5.3.
5.4

10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4

How to Master Time to Move into Flow
Set up Your Weekly Automated Rhythm
Design Your Quarterly and Annual Schedule
Lead Empowering Executive Team Meetings

Develop your own Aspirational Leadership Brand
Declaration and Vision for your life and career
Develop a confident mindset with the faith and
conviction of empowering thoughts and feelings

Customize and implement the Dynamic Diary Rhythm
to double productivity and move into flow
Set empowering liberating agendas for your strategic,
culture and operations meetings

SELF | AQ

Articulate Crystal Clear Goals and Aspirations
Learn about Neuroscience and Neural Networks
How to Develop a Confident Open Mindset
Map Your Limiting Beliefs and Habits of Mind
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MIND | MQ

Online Learning Resources
VALUES

|

MIRROR

VOICE

|

MAGIC

11. Dissolve Reactive Emotional Dynamics

16. Develop Personal Resilience and Congruence

11.1 Undertake a Personal Aspirational Values Assessment
11.2 The Power of our Emotional Signalling System
11.3 Emotional Hijacking when Feeling “Not Good Enough”
11.4 How to Appreciate and Dissolve Reactive Patterns
Appreciate your personal aspirational values and the
emotions in your life experience
Learn how to climb the Ladder of Emotions and
dissolve emotional reactive patterns at source

16.1 Develop Personal Congruence, Health and Balance
16.2 Discern the Authentic Intutive Voice in your Mind
16.3 The Step-by-Step Approach to New Daily Habits
16.4 Your Life and Legacy in the Decades to Come
Create your own living document of a balanced life with
an annual calendar and daily and weekly practices
Design the tapestry of your life in the light of your
purpose, mission and values in the years to come

12. Hold Courageous Caring Conversations

17. The Power of Collaborative Partnerships

12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4

17.1
17.2
17.3
17.4

Learn about Fixed and Growth Mindsets
Discover the Power Play of Interpersonal Dynamics
How to Script a Courageous Caring Conversation
How to Set intention and Graciously Speak Your Truth

Collaborate with Purpose, Vision and Conviction
Engage in the Orange Light Zone of Personal Power
Use Collaborative Developmental Action Inquiry
Balance Advocacy and Listening for Understanding

How to use “pause” and “delete” to Rewind, Rehearse
and Record new habits of mind and experiences
Learn how to stand your ground by adding personal
authenticity to positional authority

Learn how to develop meaningful collaborative
relationships with others listening into their needs
Appreciate the power of advocacy with purpose and
inquiry with discernment to build shared momentum

13. Create a Values-based Leadership Culture

18. Create a Compelling Signature Presentation

13.1
13.2
13.3
13.4

18.1
18.2
18.3
18.4

Change the Norms in Your Corporate Culture
The Role of Transference in our Self-Expression
Subconscious Drivers beneath Gender Dynamics
Use Engaging Values-based Recognition Strategies

Ignite with Perspective, Principles and Premise
Influence with Personal Story, Pictures and Point
Convince with Passion, Pitch and Promise
Articulate with Presence, Purpose and Poise

Take an objective perspective to influence the cultural
norms that surround you and your work
Learn how to manage your role in interpersonal power
dynamics by adjusting attitude and intention

Develop a Compelling Signature Presentation that you
can customize to your audience at anytime
Discover how to integrate context and content with real
evidence and personal experience

14. Cascading Team Charters for Alignment

19. Engage Your Stakeholders Strategically

14.1
14.2.
14.3
14.4.

19.1
19.2
19.3
19.4

Roll out the Key Elements of a Team Charter
Discover How to Lead Empowering Team Meetings
Build Team Agility Playing Basketball not Baseball
Mentor and Coach Your Individual Team Members

Cluster Your Stakeholders by Type and Place
SURE Engagement to Reveal Underlying Structure
Develop an Orchestrated Engagement Campaign
Lead Empowering Engagement Forums and Summits

Devise a plan to cascade Team Charters, synchronize
teamwork and leverage strengths
Create a positive, uplifting and encouraging team
performance culture by building trust and agility

Devise an Orchestrated Stakeholder Engagement plan to
create and lead a transformational campaign
Use the balance of inquiry and advocacy to engage
collaboratively so people can integrate diverse views

15. Develop Respectful Kind Understanding

20. Embody Intuitive Spiritual Guidance

15.1
15.2
15.3
15.4

20.1 Surrender to the Wonder of Spiritual Congruence
20.2 Build Your Relationship with Spiritual Guidance
20.3. How to Transcend Noise and Embrace Serendipity
20.4 Choices, Change and Chaos in the Circle of Life

The Five A’s of Robust Adult Relationships
Crystal Clear Standards, Boundaries and Priorities
The Power of the Heart to Generate Resonance
The Role of Compassion and Showing Vulnerability

Learn how to become self-validating in the light of
spiritual, emotional and physiological awareness
Discover how to exercise reverent care in order to
experience intuitive guidance and synchronicity

Open up the Heart to heal from within, be more
authentic and build trust across the team
Learn how to show tough love with compassion and
discernment so people feel safe and connected

HEART | EQ
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SPIRIT | SQ

The RADAR Coaching Learning Methodology
The Journey to Catalyst and Strategist is a blend of Learning and Application
A

D

A

R

Research &
Reflection

Attention
& Awareness

Development
Dialogue

Actions &
Applications

Results &
Revelations

Individual Prep
in Advance of
Workshop
(online resources)

Focus on
Intrapersonal
and Interpersonal
Situations

Group Work in
Workshop with
Convenors to
Discover Insights

Individual and
Group Work to
Implement New
Initiatives

Develop New
Understanding
and Appreciation
of Impact

R

The SHIFT platform comes alive through the RADAR
Coaching Learning Methodology. It integrates the inner and
outer aspects of the developmental journey incorporating
knowledge, action inquiry, personal insight, interpersonal
dynamics, individual actions and strategic initiatives
supported by proven techniques and frameworks.

The SHIFT platform is a multi-dimensional career-renewing
experience that works at the intersection of aspirations and
strengths, light and shadow, with a strategic focus on uplifting
sustainable synergistic business performance outcomes and
enhancing authentic presence, strategic leadership, holistic
wellbeing and personal resilience.

The pathway to Authentic Integral Leadership is a personal
journey of deepening self and social awareness. This
development in consciousness is activated by lifting,
deepening and broadening the perspective of participants
through individual focus and group workshops.

Research and Reflection is activated through workshops
or the online resources inviting participants to focus their
Attention and Awareness on a specific topic. They bring their
insights and challenges to the Group Coaching Workshop to
engage in an active Development Dialogue.

From a business perspective, the SHIFT! platform invites
them to implement empowering strategic frameworks and
processes to lift their capacity as strategic leaders while
engaging their people to take inspired action and lift team
accountability to realize stretch performance outcomes.

Participants then apply their learning through individual and
collaborative Actions and Applications which lead to new
Results and personal Revelations. This learning cycle repeats
over a series of months and years to facilitate ongoing
sustained development.

Executives will learn how to lead, motivate and inspire
•
•
•
•
•

Lead their Executive Management Team to perform as a highly effective unit
Lead Monthly Strategic and Culture Meetings that engage and empower
Lead authentic one-on-one coaching meetings that lift their team members
Hold Courageous Caring Conversations that change corporate culture
Lead Stakeholder Forums that generate new insight and shared understanding.

Executives will develop deeper conscious awareness of
•
•
•
•
•

How to diagnose and resolve interpersonal power dynamics
How to understand and eliminate their emotional triggers
How to tune into their intuition and exercise mindfulness
How to set and maintain robust standards, boundaries and priorities
How to demonstrate compassion in the face of challenges.

Through the course of guided work-in-progress involving
•
•
•
•
•

Intrapersonal reflection and attention, and interpersonal engagement
Teaching and learning, listening and talking, seeking and discovering
Aspirational endeavour, emotional healing and mindful agility
Enhanced personal wellbeing, peace of mind, confidence and resilience
Innovation and collaboration, trust and integrity, authenticity and synchronicity.

Neuroscience | Emotional Awareness | Mindfulness | Quantum Energy | Spiritual Congruence
Business Performance | Strategic Decision-Making | Time Management | Meeting Agendas
Intuition | Ideation | Courageous Conversations | Stakeholder Engagement | Team Charters
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Implementing the Join-the-SHIFT Program
Customize implementation to your organization
2-Day Launch + Iterative Half-Full Day Workshops
Regardless of the type of roll-out you use to expedite the
development of Integral Leadership Capacity to generate structural
reform and strategic renewal, each of the 20 Modules incorporates a
full day SHIFT Workshop led by a SHIFT Convenor. Each Workshop
follows through the Results and Revelations from the previous topic
and sets up the next topic to expedite growth and transformation.
The Platform is ideally implemented on a repeating cyclical basis over
the course of one-two years. The content is rich and requires iteration
to be fully understood and applied. Following customization, it is
ideal to launch with a 2-day SHIFT! workshop or forum to provide
an overall perspective of the Platform and set up the strategic
goals and aspirations as well as the fundamental building blocks for
development. This is followed by regular half or full-day workshops
throughout the year ahead along with ongoing oversight of progress.
The online resources enable more time to be devoted to Development
Dialogue in workshops. The participants can also buddy up or form
small groups to provide mutual support and build strategic context.
Here is a sample layout of the SHIFT Platform content.

VOICE
MAGIC

DAY 1

DAY 2

1. The Stages in Leadership
Development
3. The Holistic Energy
Operating System (HLP)

2. AQAL Change Method
4. The Executive Strategic
Operating System
5. Dynamic Diary Rhythm

DAY 3

VISION
MOVIE

6. The Power of Postiive
Psychology
7. Transforming Purpose
and Strategic Shifts
DAY 5
10. Raise Mindfulness with
Clear Aspirations
11. Dissolve Reactive
Emotional Dynamics I

VALUES
MIRROR

VIEW
MASTERY

DAY 4
8. Strategic Scorecard of
Key Outcomes
9. Accountability for Major
Milestones
DAY 6
11. Dissolve Reactive
Emotional Dynamics II
12. Hold Courageous
Caring Conversations

DAY 7

DAY 8
15. Develop Respectful
Kind Understanding
16. Develop Personal
Resilience and Congruence

DAY 9

DAY 10

17. The Power of
Collaborative Relationships
18. Create a Compelling
Signature Presentation I

18. Make Your Signature
Presentation II
19. Engage Your
Stakeholders Strategically I

DAY 11

DAY 12
21. Insights into Strategic
Leadership
22. Insights into Holistic
Leadership

The Top-Down approach is implemented through the
course of Team Workshops in a cascading fashion
through the organization. The focus is on high team
performance and the team’s interpersonal dynamics.
While strategic elements are best activated team
by team, some of the holistic elements can also be
implemented by a whole division at the same time.
Senior Executives enjoy 121 Executive Coaching to
ensure they prepare the strategic context in advance.

2.

RIGHT ACROSS
THE ENTIRE
ORGANIZATION

When we go across the organization to build a Force
of change Catalysts and guide them to grow as Integral
Leaders while they actively invest 5-10% of their time
collaborating and innovating on strategic initiatives,
it works well to convene regular full-day large group
forums on a 4-6 weekly cycle.
They utilise the strategic frameworks to create the
context for the change they are activating and report
progress regularly to keep everyone informed.

3.

VALUES-BASED
LEADERSHIP
CULTURE

The content in the SHIFT! Platform is connected to
the organization’s Values to create a comprehensive
customized leadership development program at both
elementary and advanced levels.
The ideal roll-out is to run 121 executive coaching and
half-day forums across locations throughout the same
week so the whole orgnization is focused on the same
Value simultaneously. You can incorporate a Valuesbased Recognition Strategy to promote success stories.

13. Create a Values-based
Leadership Culture
14. Cascading Team
Charters for Alignment

19. Share Your Engagement
Campaign II
20. Embody Intuitive
Spiritual Guidance

1. TOP DOWN
THROUGH THE
HIERARCHY
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4.

STAKEHOLDERS
IN COMMUNITY
CIRCLES

The SHIFT Platform provides an ideal strategic and
holistic framework to engage, develop and empower
stakeholders in local, regional and national organizations
focused on the wellbeing and sustainable prosperity of
a specific community of people.
A series of small to large group workshops, forums
and summits can be tailored to each SHIFT campaign.
Community Circles can nominate their own leaders
as well as collaborate and innovate across regions to
resolve systemic complexity, bridge boundaries across
organizations and generate extraordinary outcomes.

The Holistic Leadership Model
Assess leadership capacity in your selection and development processes
S

ROLE LEVEL

M

L

XL

XXL

SHADOW

Self

Manager

Leader

Executive

Group Exec

STAGE | ACTION LOGIC

Specialist

Achiever

Catalyst

Strategist

Alchemist

Offence

Defence

AQ Action Orientation

Doing

Performing

Instigating

Generating

Visionary

Forceful

Absent

Inspiring

Compassion

Critical

Elusive

EQ Emotional Awareness
MQ Mindful Attention
SQ Spiritual Congruence

Relating

Cooperating Collaborating

Thinking

Planning

Interpreting

Integrating

Wisdom

Adamant

Distant

Creating

Designing

Innovating

Transforming

Wizardry

Defiant

Compliant

The SHIFT! Leadership Model is a matrix of four Style
dimensions or modes of being: :AQ, EQ, MQ and SQ, or
Doing, Relating, Thinking and Creating; and five Stages or
action logics from Specialist to Alchemist matched to their
relevant role levels.

SQ
Spiritual Congruence

Imagine that the four modes are akin to the four suits in a
deck of playing cards and that we each hold a mixed hand.
As we develop our leadership capacity, we trade in lower
cards for higher cards in the same suit. While our Leadership
capacity evolves, we retain our preferred modes of being.

The SHIFT! Leadership Model also includes two Shadow
elements for each mode. These include the primary reactive
behaviours by way of playing offence and defence which we
tend to adopt to protect ourselves from perceived harm.

TLC

OSR

HLP

Proactive

Courageous

Focused

Innovative

Accountable

Genuine

Agile

Perceptive

Resilient

MQ
Mindful Attention

Respectful

Disciplined

Engaging

Decisive

Developing

Influential

Collaborative

Purposeful

Trusting

Balanced

Assessments for Selection and Development

Use Assessments and Debrief at the Start, Mid-way
and/or End to Customize the Program to You

GLP

Energetic

EQ
Emotional Awareness

Five key capabilities are defined in behavioural terms within
each mode across the Stages to provide a comprehensive
picture of evolving leadership capacity.

AQ
Action Orientation

Assessments in Leadership Capacity is the new benchmark
when selecting your most senior Executive Leaders and
Sponsors of Transformational Strategic Initiatives..
Ideally senior appointees hold or are in the process of building
Integral leadership capacity at the level of Strategist. This
ensures they have the capacity to lead a powerful visionary
strategic agenda and expedite transformational change.
On the next page you will see the set of four Quadrant Stage
Leadership Assessments.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The Global Leadership Profile is an objective assessment
for selection and developmental purposes. It is highly
recommended for senior executives. The Holistic Leadership
Profile is a self-assessment for developmental purposes.

7

8

9

10

11

12

The Operating System Review is designed to customize the
SHIFT! platform to your organization and The Leadership
Circle Profiles build strong team commitment.
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Four Quadrant Integral Assessments
Add Assessments to the program at the start, middle and/or near completion

MINDSET

BEHAVIOUR

The Global Leadership Profile

The Holistic Leadership Profile

GLP

HLP

Individual Internal

This is a Sentence Completion Exercise that
reveals your inner beliefs, attitudes and
perspective on life and work.

Individual External

This is a Self-Assessment against a series
of behaviours connected to your style of
leadership at the progressive stages of
leadership transformation.

It evaluates the extent to which you utilize the
various action logics, mindsets or worldviews
of progressive stages of development and
transformation.

The Profile offers a detailed report on both
leadership style and stage, outlining your
Strengths, Stressors, Strains and Stretches in
relation to your presence and shadow.

The Profile offers a comprehensive 30-page
Report outlining the strengths, challenges and
power dynamics associated with your current
centre-of-gravity, as well as your emergent and
fallback action logics.

It also invites you to create an individual
Leadership Development Plan that focuses
specifically on building your leadership capacity,
surrendering inhibting beliefs and resolving
emotional blocks.

The Global Leadership Profile is the leading
Stage Assessment Psychometric Instrument

The Holistic Leadership Profile is a Stage centric
Values-based Behavioural Self Assessment

CULTURE

STRUCTURE

The Leadership Circle Profile

The Operating System Review

TLC

OSR

Group Internal

Choose between a Team Leadership Culture
Profile or an Individual 360 assessment of your
strengths, reactive patterns and aspirations.

Group External

This is an Assessment of your current
Operating System in terms of how it is currently
encouraging or inhibiting the development of
transformational leadership capacity.

The bottom half of the Leadersihp Circle reflects
your Reactive Patterns in relation to Controlling,
Compliance and Protecting, while the top
half indicates your Creative Talents based on
Zenger and Folkman’s ground breaking research
identifying those capabilities that distinguish top
performers from the average.

The Review assesses the extent to which your
strategic frameworks, management processes
and leadership practices are designed to unlock
people’s productivity and creativity, and engage
and empower your people.

The Profile also calibrates the extent to which
you are able to balance Task and Relationship.
It is based on a global normed database that
evaluates your overall Leadership Effectiveness.

By evaluating the seven dimensions of your
current Operating System against The Executive
Strategic Operating System©, we are able to
customize your SHIFT! Leadership Program to
focus on those elements that will be of most
immediate benefit to you.

The Leadership Circle Team Culture Profile or
Individual 360 Assesses Leadership Effectiveness

The Operating System Review enables you to
Evaluate the Dimensions of your Operating Space
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Integral SHIFT Executive Coach

Antoinette Braks

Fully Cutomized to You

PhD(c) MBA.LBS MA LLB(Hons) BA Dip Intl Mktg(Hons)

Your One-on-One Coaching Program
will be completely customized to you:
your situation, your role, goals and
aspirations, your challenges and personal
life experiences.
By delving into the Mirror of our
Life Experience to resolve personal
and interpersonal dilemmas, while
consciously placing our attention and
intention to mindfully create our own
Life’s Movie, we develop increasing SelfMastery.
In time life becomes more Magical and
serendipitous as we chart our own path,
blaze a new trail and inspire others to
follow our lead.
The higher our self-expression and the
deeper our self-awareness,
the richer our life experience and the
greater our soul evolution.
~ Antoinette Braks

Antoinette Braks is the Creator of the Join the SHIFT! platform.
She is an Integral Executive Coach and Strategic Convenor in
Holistic Leadership Transformation.
Antoinette has coached over 50 senior executives across the
public and private sectors clocking up more than 3,500 executive
coaching hours (Master Certified Coach equivalent). She has also
led many strategic offsites for executive teams to design and
realize strategic aspirations and values-based leadership cultures
throughout her career.
In recent years she has led org-wide strategic and culture
transformation including the design and facilitation of SHIFT!
Leadership Programs for senior leaders in concert with innovative
organization development strategies.
She is renown for her deep strategic insight into people and
culture and her capacity to quickly uplift people engagement and
leadership effectiveness. Client organizations with 1000 FTEs
have increased People Engagement by 30% in 6 months and
Leadership Effectiveness by 20% in one year.
In her PhD study participating executive coaching clients shifted
a full stage in leadership capacity in a single year. Most shifted
to the first post-conventional stage of Authentic Leadership at
Catalyst, and one through to Integral Leadership at Strategist with
another knocking on its door. These were surprising inspiring
results as it is generally thought to take several years to shift one’s
action logic to a higher, deeper and broader perspective.
Antoinette believes that conventional operating systems in
organizations are inhibiting the intrinsic organic growth of their
executive leaders. By transcending the norms and adopting a new
world view, transformation can be swift.
Further she has been a lead assessor in Senior Executive
Development Programs with Korn Ferry Asia Pacific and Hudson
Talent Management, assessing the leadership capacity of over
500 Senior Executives. Previously she was a highly successful
executive search and selection consultant.
Antoinette also brings global executive C-suite experience
in People, Performance and Culture with Shell International
in London and Vector New Zealand. She has consulted to the
financial, legal, engineering and energy sectors.
Antoinette is the best-selling author of Executive SOS and a
Fellow of the Australian Human Resources Institute.
She is committed to enabling more executive leaders to realize
their amazing potential, and organizations their highest aspirations,
to generate shared prosperity and community wellbeing across all
members of society.
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What Clients Say
“Antoinette is a sensitive, creative and highly gifted coach. Her
ability to coach senior leaders through the strategic maze of
government while they balance their personal development is her
strength. She is an Executive Coach of the highest calibre.”

“Antoinette’s Program is unique in that it takes a holistic
approach to transformation. She is a collaborative intuitive
whose depth of knowledge in leadership development is
unsurpassed.

Jane Simmons, Executive Director Learning NSW Education

She has clear insight into what drives different behaviours and
how to make momentous changes in perspective. Her strong
strategic focus, business acumen and gracious understanding of
people mean that you will gain far more than you may expect.
Did I say there was a whiff of culture change in the air? Well I
mean there is a gale force wind blowing and the organization
and its people are the ultimate winners.”

“Antoinette instigated a terrific collaboration with us by leading
a Strategic Off-Site for our new Executive Team. It was an
invigorating and extremely productive two-day session to set our
strategic direction and the type of leadership culture we wanted.
We ran a values program around CONFIDENT Leaders designed
and led by Antoinette that enabled the top 75 leaders become
more self-aware and develop the courageous authenticity and
team accountability we needed to uplift our performance.

Anne Cosgrove Executive Director People & Culture
Businesslink FACS | Services NSW
“My time with Antoinette wil forever have a positive impact
on my approach to leadership I found her perspectives to be
thoughtful and insightful, and her connection with mind, body,
spirit revolutionized my thinking and, most importantly, my
actions. Antoinette helped me strengthen my ability to
- Deliver a consistent vision personally and professionally
- Drive growth and development through people
- Encourage risk taking and accountability, and
- Nurture self-awareness and reflective practice.

Antoinette’s broad strategic perspective and deep insights
into mindfulness, emotional intelligence and personal power
stimulated a significant shift in our capacity to collaborate with
our business partners to build a thriving sustainable agricultural
sector in NSW.”
Michael Bullen DDG DPI Agriculture
“I had the wonderful experience and pleasure of working oneon-one with Antoinette Braks. At the time, I was dealing wiht a
very complext personal and commercial situation which she was
very quick in understanding the holistic picture. Her commercial
experience together with insight into situational dynamics and
personality traits greatly assisted me in breaking the complexity
down into manageable pieces to find positive forward moving
paths. Importantly she gave me the confidence and courage to
implement what I considered prior to our sessions an almost
insurmountable course of action.”

Antoinette has a unique ability to recognize, understand and
explain complex leadership issues and, along the way, there
have been some surprising personal realizations. Her mentoring
makes me a better person every day, both at work and at home.
Attuning my inner self and harnessing my authenticity to be
more innovative and strategic brought me unique opporutunities
as an Executive Director working in government and awoke the
inner warrior in me to lead my organization to success.”
Gary Groves District Director Illawara Shoalhaven FACS

Belinda York Director Dynamic Modular Constructions

“Antoinette was an engaging, skillful, intelligent, challenging and
enthusiastic person to work with. She integrated many new
initiatives to transform our culture creating momentum from
which results soon flowed.

“I took up coaching with Antoinette to become more strategic
and confident. Her fast-paced approach mixing theory and
practical advice was extremely helpful. She is a challenging and
energetic coach who held me to account in the nicest possible
way. I always looked forward to our meetings because I knew
that I would learn something new and useful.

The terrific speed of success was due to her great ability to
engage with leaders and ensure that the adopted strategies
were well understood and effectively implemented to drive
toward the desired outcomes. She was a vital source of energy
and inspiration in setting our new course and getting us going!”

I now have a framework to approach strategic issues and many
tools and techniques to draw on so that I can hold my own in
a senior executive environment. I would not have thought this
possible a few years ago.”

Pat Richards Founding CEO Businesslink | Health Services

John Langron Group Executive Director HSE

“When I first saw Antoinette, I was fatigued, stressed at work
and not enjoying life. In the very first meeting, the underlying
issues were exposed. Antoinette shed light on my life and
revealed things that I simply had not seen or understood.

“Antoinette has helped me to remodel how I write, talk and feel
about myself and my skills, enhancing my strategic expression
and guiding me through a career transformation. I have found
her to be an inspirational, knowledgeable and captivating Coach
and I would highly recommend her to anyone seeking clarity, new
direction and heightened courage.”

She had a positive, forward-looking approach that made me
feel optimistic. Antoinette helped me work through changes in
my org structure to enable me to focus on the higher strategic
issues I enjoy. And most importantly, she addressed my wholeof-life progression, not just my work-life.”

Deborah Hailstones Director Horticulture R&D

Richard Host CIO Fire & Rescue | Finance & Services NSW
“I enjoy my coaching meetings with Antoinette principally
because I find myself uncomfortable. She continually challenges
my normalized way of thinking. The coaching is not a linear
process. It’s emergent, disruptive and even disconcerting - that’s
where the magic is. Antoinette considers things from a deeper
dynamic perspective. Her focus on embracing our uniqueness is
inspiring and amazingly effective.”
Greg Ellis EGM Opal Ticketing & Concessions

“Occasionally, we meet folks who bring a unique perspective
to strategic conversations, creating new thoughts, ideas and
innovative thinking. Antoinette is one such person, drawing on a
wonderful knowledge and understanding in so many aspects of life
and business.”
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Richard Boggon Regional Director Transport Infrastructure
Services Parsons Brinckerhoff

Antoinette.Braks@Join-the-SHIFT.com
www.Join-the-SHIFT.com
Sydney Australia
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